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You DO have a choice!
Now you can purchase top
quality memory upgrades -for
your mainframe without
taking the-"big leap." Why
purchase a new machine or
costl{18M memory when
there is a high quality, third
party alternative?
If your 3090 or ES / 9000 is
approaching overload, don't
make a move until you have
considered one of the superior
storage solutions from 8SM.
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Page-o-fun!

8SM products let you get
more life out of the system
you have already invested in.
Our memory is manufactured
with only the best American
components made. This plus
decades of engineering
experience with 181\11 water
cooled CPUs combine to
deliver superior, field-proven
products. 8est of all, they are
available to you at a realistic
price.
So, don't jump ... not until you
have looked at-BSM memory
upgrades for your main and
expanded storage
requirements.

86M. The Memory People.

1-800-899-4SSM
IBM S'l st.em/3090 and E,S/SOOO are trademark s
of Intemati4? nal Bu siness Machines, Inc.
"The MernQr)' People", Is a trademark of 8 5M
Corporation.

BSMCorp.
632 Pratt Ave. N.

Schaumburg,IL
(""93

8SM .
CORPORA TION

800f899-4BSM
708/980-6800
708/980-6834
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MA R KE T ING
BSM Corporation's advertising and
marketing staff have been working
full force the past few months in
orderto fuel our extensive
national and international
advertising campaign pushing
BSM 3090 Memory boards.
Our dedication to the production
and distribution of our products
has already earned BSM an
extremely positive position to
achieve the high potential we
are capable of.
BSM's Art Director and
Advertising Coordinator, Thomas
R. Bishop, has recently brought
our first national magazine
advertisement to completion,
which will be running in Computer
World magazine during the weeks
6f January 13th, February 10th,
and March 9th. The advertisement,
shown on the front cover of this
month's "Memory Monthly", has
already generated several phone
calls in which our sales and
niarketing staff have eagerly
followed up! Our deepest respect
and grafitude go out to Tom for
organizing and successfully
exec\lting the difficult job of
.creating an ad that works.
In addition to BSM's advertising
efforts, our marketing and sales
staff has also expanded
significantly. While continuing
our current marketing campaign,
BSM will be assisted by PHI
DELTA MARKETING
CORPORATION, a SMITH
. WILSON affiliate, by selling
BSM memory products in the
United States and abroad.
The cODibination is expected
to open new markets and
fOrm successful relationships
within the next year!

BSM CORPORATION is proud to
- announce that we have entered
into an agreement with PHI DELTA
MARKETING CORPORATION, a
SMITH WILSON affiliate, to
sell BSM memory products in the
United States and abroad . BSM
Corporation designs and
manufactures plug compatible
memory for IBM 308X, 3090, and
ES/9000 central processors. Phi
Delta Marketing sells computer
hardware, software, and services
to end-users and distributors as
part of Smith Wilson Corporation,·
a capital investment and leasing
company with interests in
investment opportunities, and
aircraft and computer leasing.
Together with their sales staff,
Geoff Flagstad, Kent Crombie,
and Grant Vankerk bring
experience and.an in-depth
knowledge of the plug compatible
memory market to Phi Delta
Marketing.
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memory. We feyl that the
"-"
financial strength of Smith Wilson
combined with the state of the art
design of the BSM memory makes for
an ideal partnership. "
"Customers are especially impressed
by the fact that BSM is the only
plug compatible memory designed
so that an entire memory chip can
fail without affecting system
availability. This, coupled with
our auto-dial remote support
facility , make BSM the best
choice in plug compatible memory
available today", says Grant.
"We look for products that fill
the needs of our customers.
Quali.ty products at realistic
prices. We feel that BSM's
products meet these criteria
and we are excited about the
opportunity to act as their
agent", said Geoff Flagstad, CEO
of Smith Wilson and Phi Delta.

Under the agreement, BSM will
continue with its current marketing
efforts while Phi Delta assists
them in opening new markets and
expanding market share. Phi Delta
has already completed a
distributor agreement with a
company in the Pacific Rim, and
we hope to see more of these
relationships in the near future .

BSM memory is 100% compatibl,--
with the IBM system. There isn't
a need for extra power supplies
or wiring, and every BSM
installation is certifiable
for maintenance by IBM. We also
provide on-site spares and
access to our remote support
facility as part of every
investment.

Grant Vankerk, Vice President of
Phi Delta, believes that this is
the ideal time to be in the plug
compatible memory business.
"Businesses today need to be
especially prudent when investing
in technology. The reliability of
BSM memory coupled with the
significant savings makes it one
of the wisest investment
opportunities available. Geoff,
Kent, and I have been involved
in the memory market since the
IBM 360 era. Installations
required two days of downtime,
and because the memory was
separate from the CPU, system
reliability was compromised.
BSM memory can be installed in
a matter of hours, in the CPU,
exactly where IBM installs their

BSM memory is the only plug
compatible memory available that
is made entirely in the U .S.A.
"In light of the current economic
conditions, we feel it is
important to buy American. BSM
memory, made in America, with
_
American manufactured components,
fits ideally with this philosophy",
says Kent Crombie, President of
Smith Wilson.
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Sell BSM Products,

P R ODUCT

Phi Delta's marketing force is from left to right: Todd Harris,
Diane Carter, Grant Vankerk, Gre-g Glotzbach, and James Carr.
5 h QWD in front: Kent Crombie, President, Smith Wilson.
\
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Scam Rocks Cradle
at BSM!
Congratulations to Mark Hulseberg
on the birth of a 7 lb. 9 oz.
baby boy on January 13th,named
Mark Wolfgang. He is also the
father of two little girls, which
led his wife, Trisha, into
deceiving Mark. He was expecting
a 3rd girl, Katarina Noel, until
the very last moment. Wow, what
a surprise! We hope Mark can
exchange all of the pink outfits
for blue ones.

Mark Wolfgang Hulseberg,
Junior Marketeer

BSM products let you get more life
out of the computer you've already
invested in. We uSe only the most
superior American manufactured
memory chips. This, plus decades
of engineering experience with mM
water-cooled CPU's combine to
deliver highest quality, market
proven products. Best of all, our
products are available to you at a
realistic price. BSM has gained
world-wide respect in the industry
for craftsmanship and reliability.
We do more than what is expected;
we do our best.
What advantages does BSM memory
offer over it's competitors? BSM
does not adversely modify the 3090
mainframe. Our memory plugs right
in with no added power supplies.
We utilize all of IBM's hardware
and microcode. We even use IBM
control cards. Special dram chips
are used in our main storage. This
allows us to keep bits from the
same line of memory in separate
modules. Therefore, if a whole
memory chip fails, only single bit
errors occur (transparent to
customer operation). We can
actually remove four memory chips
from our main storage with no
adverse effect on customer
operation. If you ask one of our
competitors to removejust one
chip from their memory, it won't
work.
Both cards support a 4 bit wide
data path. We use all IBM store/
fetch - address/terminators to
operate in each 3090 model. Our
cards run on power and voltages
already present in the machine.
No alterations are required. All
diagnostic tools are useable to
isolate any errors. Basic
.
function of our cards is like
that of the IBM 'antelope' design
technology.
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Egotism is the anesthetic that
dulls the pain of stupidity.

-Frank Leahy, Look,
Jan. 10, 1955

Be A Winner!
You can be a winner! Be the first person to send back
this month's puzzle correctly, and win "Made in the
USA", by the Made in the USA Foundation. It's the
complete guide to America's finest products!
Fax the answers to: 708/980-6834.
Good Luck!

. The Magic Square

Name

Can you distribute the numbers 1 through 16 in this
4 x 4 square so that lines across, lines down, and
major diagonals all add up to the same total?

Company__________________~------------

Hint: Make each line add to 34.

--------------------------~------

Phone

----------------------------------

WHEN WE LAST LEFT OUR
HERO, HE WAS SPEEDING
TOWARDS BSM HEADQUARTERS
DEEP IN THE HEART
OF MEMOPOLIS.

MARVIN ARRIVES TO DISCOVER THAT BSM'S
DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
HAS ALREAD'I BEGUN TO ASSEMBLE THE
MEMOR'I MAN
ACCESSORIES.
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